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Students
impressed
by Clinton

SJSU search
for president
renewed

By Dhyana Wood
Sparun Daily Staff Writer

In his first State of the Union
address, President Clinton called
for bipartisan cooperation and
continued sacrifice to ensure the
future strength of the economy.
Clinton said during opening
remarks, "Americans have called
for change, and now it is up to
those of us in this room to deliver for them."
In his speech Clinton also
threatened to veto any health
care bill that fails to provide universal health coverage.
Larry Gerston, a political science professor and political analyst at KNTV, said, "Bipartisanship has been effective for him
si) far. He’s not hesitant to rely
on bipartisanship., health care
will probably be more divisive."
Clinton also called for the
reform of education and welfare
but few specific proposals wet e
given. The president took credit
for reducing the deficit and an
improving economy. He tempered these remarks by stressing
the importance of creating jobs.
Clinton called on Congress to
enact a $30 billion job investment package.
The cost of this program
would be offset by proposed
slhes in government programs
and higher income taxes on The
wealthy. Income tax rates on
over
earning
Americans
$180,000 would increase from
31 to 36 percent.
Student reaction to the
speech was generally supportive
of Clinton’s agenda.
Gerston also said he senses
that students are showing more
rterest in Clinton’s presidency.
He attributed this interest to economic hardship and the high
cost of educati(nr.
"He’s all right. He’s making a
lot of unpopular changes that
had to be done. I’m giving him
credit for that," Mike Benjamin,
a junior in environmental studies, said.
Sophomore Tanesia Paige, a
sociology major, views Clinton’s
policies positively.
See CLINTON. page 3

Br Larry Barrett
sitart.iiI )itit staff writer
SJSU President J.
Handel
Evans
addressed the university’s Academic Senate on
Monday by announcing
that the CSU trustees
intend to begin a new
presidential search for
the position at SJSU this
fall.
Evans declared himself a candidate for the
position, ending speculation that he might
accept a similar post at
the proposed CSU
Monterey Bay campus.
"It’s important that
the President of this
university be able to
compete on a level playing field," Evans said. "I
was asked to get Fort
Ord and see if it could
become a new CSU
school. Two years later,

it has become a full-time
job that requires more
attention than I can give
at this time."
In March 1992, a
controversial presidential search ended with
the lone remaining candidate, Ruth Leventhal,
removing her name
from
consideration,
leaving Evans as the
interim President. As
reported by the Spartan
Daily, the selection
process divided the
campus along racial and
gender lines and was
complicated by allegations of impropriety on
the part of the trustees.
Evans asked CSU
Barry
Chancellor
Munitz to begin the
search so SJSU, the system’s oldest school,
See EVANS. page 6

Black coaches
delay boycott
By Cynthia Pickerrell
*artiiii [lady Staff Writer
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Biology student Stephanie Schaeffer weighs her red-tail hawk Dancer every day to make sure he is eating adequately.

Young falconer earns sings
Cara Broglia
staitui tuts siarrwilki
For Stephanie Si haeller there is
no bettei feeling than to we
a bird she has nouri!..lied
back to health fly off Mei( tile
sky on its own.
Schaefhl. a 5(11 O! at
k i tie it oily 600 falconers in .alifornia. She is
also one if he i iungest at
September of last
21 yeal
year, she it ei(ed her apprentice

license in lilt Hay.
Fah iiiis literally means the breeding or ti au ig of hawks. This can
also it ’dude other raptors, or
birds of prey. Federal law
requites special licensing for
pc, It %silo handle threattied spei ics such as hawks.
Falcone!s must be licensed
by both state and federal governments and at e o mtinely
checked up on by wardens who
inspect the birds’ environment.

Schael-kr said there are strict regulations on falconers who have
endangered species such as peregrines, birds which can be trained to
hunt for small animals and waterfowl.
"A few \ cat S back there were not
very sit iii tegulations. But now, the.
(the govci ’intent) make it more (la
ficult for vc in to get licenses," Schw ,fer said.
See FALCONRY, page 8

The Black Coaches
Association, angered by
the NCAA’s refusal to
reinstate men’s basketball scholarships, called
tor a boycott of men’s
games earlier this
month.
While the bm con has
been delawd iii I avor of
mediation IA tInjustice
Dr.
Departmeit t.
Charles Vliiit.omh, who
is Chaim person for the
N( \.1 Minority Opporand Interest
Ull ty
Committee as well as
the NCAA faculty athletit7 representative for
SJSU, said he feels the
(TUX of the issue has set
to be satisfm lit ilv
addressed.

See NCAA. page 3

California higher education
sees largest decline in nation

Homeless paint
life through art

Ri

By Michelle lau

lilt i111.1.,

ii it. the at gest (let hoe
1,1 (IIIN lit hit’
nation
ilia Higher Editi lilt ti Policy Centel.
Steep fee hid eases. « unhined with
budget cuts are the u tat it team ins for
such a dramatic decre’ilW ill enrollment.
Between the fall ’92 and ’93 ’duesters, there was over an 8 percent drip
in ennillment at SJSU. Tuitkm costs

ult is
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By stepping into the Linton Ganef 1
in the Student Union. students ma(
find that homeless’ test( an transcend
the streets into the walil of art.
Gallery has
Since Jan. 24, the
been exhibiting a collaborative arts
project titled "About Homelessness:
Good Works."
The exhibit, which will run until
Feb. 25, features artwork created by 12
homeless adults during five weeks of
summer workshops held at Si Joseph’s
Catholic Cathedral in downtown San
Jose.
The work consists of 36 pastels and
monopririts.
Monoprints are a painter’s form of
crintmaking by working directly on
Plexiglass.
This is the sect aid exhibition of the
work presented at the Union Gallery.
It was previously displayed at the Santa
Clara County Government Center.
The artwork at the Union Gallery is
varied.
Work ranges from self-portraits in
the image of animals, masks depicting
a certain feeling or emotion, images of
windows as dividers between interior
and exterior space as well as projects
in which workshop participants paired

"It was not so much
that the 14th scholarship did not pass legislation," Whitcomb said.
"It was the belief that
they (the National Association of Basketball
Coaches) were told that
the 14th scholarship
would pass. Then all of
a sudden it did not."
Last season, men’s
basketball scholarships
were reduced from 14
to 13. By not allowing
for the addition of a
14th scholarship, the
RCA says a disproportionate number of black
male athletes will be
affected.
According to Whit-

I lie numb,’ ti i lass se( lions ate
getting sinallet. fees air getting higher,
.111(1 Vilit111111tIli is (111)pil lg. From fall
-92 to spring .93. SIM students expertented a fee nu rease of Mel- 45 percent
and an enrollment dug.) of over 8 percent.
Califm nia public higher edtu alit at
enrollments have dropped 8 pet( ctit

See ENROLLMENT. page 6

Bookstore matches local prices
By Laurel Anderson
Sliartan

Syracuse University student Kheli Willets visits the homeless art exhibit.
off and do %% eat lii)the’’, poi it ad..
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The mad dash to Inn’ textbooks has
lei its al e roaming the
Ifegun. SjS1’
aisles of the Spar tan Bookstore and
Rolm t’s Book Store Ii xfking
itt the best buys.
Rowena Gatchalian, a
senior majoring in industrial
le( lir whip’, htivs her b(x)ks
Riiber l’s because she disc ()veldt that some prices Ii it
used books are cheaper than
those at the Spartan Bookstore.
"Prices are generally not different
except for a nickel iii dime," Sandy
!ales, Spartan Book.tore assistant
\ th(firk manager said.

Hut, said the Spat I.t11 ButiksItitt
has a I (Atli, ink Prir e ( maran tee progiant.
If a student finds a book he or she
pun based at the Spartan Bot iksti e at a lower price in anothera ikstt ire, the Spartan
Book sti tre will refund the difference.
A student needs to bring in
the lax i , the I recipe and the
name of the IN mkstore.
Rat en Rief, a manager at
It( tli i.. Book Store, said prices
air gem -r
he same. However, there
might be a nu
it two of difference
due to dealer mat kips.
See BOOKSTORE. page 6
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Students’ time wasted
by SJSU administration

From the Brady
Bill to NAFTA
oh a Democratic president and
Congress, gridlock is supposedly
over. But during President Clinton’s State of the Union speech, he threatened
to veto any legislation which does not include
health care coverage for all Americans President Clinton and first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton feel that without universal health care
coverage, there can be no health care reform.
The issue will continue to be debated, and the
threat of gridlock is not gone.
The first year for President Clinton was a
challenging and productive one. The Clinton
administration has succeeded in passing important and beneficial legislation.
Despite the controversy surrounding the
NAFTA bill, Clinton was successful in getting it
signed into law. Vice President Al Gore
demonstrated his ability to debate important
issues like NAFTA when he faced off with Ross
Perot on Larry King Live.
The Brady Bill was finally signed into law in
November after seven years of gridlock A fiveday waiting period is now required for the purchase of handguns. The bill was named after
Jim Brady, Ronald Reagan’s press secretary.
who was shot in the head during an assassination attempt.
The Crime Bill, also passed in November,
adopted Clinton’s plan to put 100,000 more
police officers on the streets and fund the construction of new prisons.
The Family and Medical Leave Act was
signed into law last February. The law provides
up to 12 weeks of unpaid job-protected leave
for employees to care for family members. No
longer will people have to make the difficult
choice between caring for their families or
keeping their jobs.
During Clinton’s first year in office he faced
with challenges of dealing with the Midwest
flod and the recent earthquake that rocked
southern California. Clinton has acted quickly
in passing legislation to provide aid to the victims of both these disasters.
It has been a good year for the president.
The only difficulties he had were trying to find
a new Secretary of Defense and the Whitewater
scandal. Despite these setbacks, it has been a
productive year for the Clinton administration.
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The end of the world is upon us
end of the world is
The
near. No. Really. It is.
Humans have isolated
themselves from the natural
world for so many generations
that they have forgotten they
are an integral part of it.
Some fool once said man has
dominion over the earth, and
other fools followed his lead,
dominating and despoiling
everything they touched. Now,
theEarth’s regenerative powers
are strong, but are they strong
enough to withstand the rapacious greed of nearly six billion
humans?
If the humans in question
weren’t all trying to have the
lifestyle those of us in the U.S.
enjoy, the Earth might have a
chance. The problem of course
is the U.S., with less than 4 percent of the world’s population
use more than 75 percent of
the world’s resources It doesn’t
take a math genius to see the
problem. Many are already
dying in the toxic piles of society’s own wastes.
Humanity has reached a critical stage in evolution. Our population is increasing rapidly and
we may have already passed the
point where the Earth can sustain us in the long term. Only
wealth can stem the rising
birthrates. Only wealthy societies can manage to hold stable
populations. As has already
been pointed out, the Earth is
not capable of providing that

was just
about to strike. Dick
Midnight
Clark’s voice blared
on the TV as the New Year’s Eve
countdown began. As the apple
dropped in New York’s Times
Square, the party was filled with
celebration as we welcomed the
New Year. What seemed a joyous college party soon crashed
downhill as we were slapped
into sober reality.
Our New Year’s Eve festivities
came to a halt when we found
our friend collapsed on the
bedroom floor. She had been
drinking non-stop that night. I
had watched in amazement as
she slurped down each drink.
We were scared out of our
minds when we found her lying
there, almost lifeless. Somehow,
she had hit her head, leaving a
swollen bruise and cut above
her eye. We thought she had
just passed out. As people tried
to move her to a bed, she began
to vomit even though she was
unconscious. They quickly
turned her on her side so she
wouldn’t choke.
Something was seriously
’Unfortunately, her
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KEVIN MOORE
The Word from Elysium
much wealth.
Humanity is at a crossroads.
It has two choices, period.
Humanity can spend the
resources and energy necessary
to reach beyond Earth to provide the wealth necessary for a
stable world population, or it
can spend those same resources
and more, fighting a losing battle against the myriad social,
economic and environmental
problems that the lack of that
wealth creates.
Let’s face facts. The Earth is
one small planet in a solar system filled with raw materials. If
those resources were fully
exploited, the wealth created
would allow the poorest among
us to enjoy a standard of living
that would make Bill Gates look
like a beggar by comparison.
Forget about Mars and
Venus as locations for human
colonies. They are hostile environments that require too
much material and energy to
be made livable. If people are
going to live in enclosed environments, they might as well

live in orbital colonies. There is
no point in having to break
through the gravitational force
of a planet when forced to live
under glass anyway.
The vast majority of human
commerce in the future will
take place between orbiting
colonies where transportation
costs are negligible. Anyone
choosing to live on a planetary
surface must be aware that the
only viable export will be information, because everything else
will simply cost too much to
move.
Humanity approaches a
point now where It must grow
or die, as all things must grow
or die. There never has been
any other choice for the living.
It can grow beyond the Earth
where even the stars will be
within its reach, or it can focus
on insoluble problems close at
hand and die of the spiritual
cancer started when fools
believed they had dominion
over the world rather than
merely the stewardship of it.
Individuals are born, they
live and most eventually die,
nature provides reproduction
for the continuation of the
species, but now the end of the
world is near.
Kevin Mom is a daily copy editor and a columnist. His column
appears evety other Tuesday.

Learning a lesson the hard way
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MICHELLE LAU
Writer’s Forum
wrong. Thinking she had alcohol poisoning, we thought
about calling the paramedics.
It only took us a few seconds
to decide that calling was the
right thing to do. Within minutes the paramedics and the
police arrived. People vanished
from the scene as booze was
hastily thrown away or hidden
in cabinets. Our hostess began
to cry, fearing the repercussions. Most of us, including her,
were under the legal drinking
age. The hostess found it difficult to answer the paramedics
when she was asked how old
our friend was. There was a
long, endless pause. She finally
admitted our friend was only
20.
Waiting outside while the
police interrogated our hostess,
we watched our intoxicated
friend roll past us on the
stretcher as she was whisked
away in an ambulance. Luckily,
the police were called for
another emergency and let the
hostess off the hook with only a

warning. We solemnly piled into
the car to go to the hospital,
shocked by the night’s events. I
drove, because I was one of the
few who hadn’t been drinking.
I never imagined I would
spend New Year sat Valley Medical. It was hard to face our
friend’s parents and explain the
details. I later learned that our
friend had stopped breathing
while in the hospital. I don t
even want to think what would
have happened if we had not
called the paramedics.
Within a few days, our friend
was humiliated, but fine. She
swore she wouldn’t drink for a
long time. Unfortunately, her
lesson was only learned after
something tragic happened.
The police made us feel
guilty when they said that if we
were truly her friends we
wouldn’t have let her do this.
Maybe that’s true. I felt somewhat guilty for just watching her
take drink after drink without
telling her to stop. Yet I questioned if it would really do any
good. I doubt she would have
stopped to listen.
You should be responsible
for your own drinking. like anything else in life, there are limits.
Michelle Lau is a
daily staff writer

Editor
It is comforting to see the administration and
SJSU are still serious about motivating students
to transfer elsewhere. Maybe this is part of a
money-saving strategy by the administration.
Annoy students and waste their time until they
give up and transfer to the University of Oregon,
or one of the other excellent out-of-state schools
attracting California students This way, there are
fewer students to worry about, ergo, less stress
on the budget.
How about the new Spartan Information
Kiosks in Admissions and Records? The line is
longer than the line to talk to a human. When
you Iget to the front, you can: A) get your grades
(which you can get over the phone by calling
BEG-SJSU), B) get your class schedule (which
you already know, since you registered for the
classes), or C) get helpful (actually, next to useless) information about campus To make it even
easier, you must re-enter your social security
number and PIN several times on the errorprone keyboard. Technology in the hands of the
SJSU administration is technology wasted. You
should just heat a frozen burrito in a nuclear
reactor.
It is possible to get classes added and
dropped, thanks to the re-opening of Admissions and Records. There is one line, where you
are told to sign up on a clip-board, and have a
seat. At some unknown time, someone comes
out of the offices , calls your name, and escorts
you to a desk, where your request is handled.
How much time is wasted by the workers shuffling back and forth to their desks, calling out
names and walking students into the back?
Or try this on for size. I needed to find out
why the parking sticker I ordered on TOUCHYSJSU never arrived. I paid my fees, and sent in
the parking permit form promptly, but no sticker arrived and it was only two days until the
semester was to begin. I called Traffic & Parking
(I used my borrowed faculty/staff’ directory to
get the number), but there was only a recording
telling faculty to come on down for fast service;
students must call cashiering services (there’s a
misnomer if ever I’ve heard one). I called, they
didn’t answer. I got a messae saying the voicemail box was full. Try again, it suggested. A brief
conversation with the friendly (and useless)
SJSU operator yielded this information: come
down in person. What a surprise. They want me
to wait in line.
I arrived to find the line for cashiers out the
door and around the building. I went to Admissions and Records to ask if there was another way
to get a permit question answered. So sorry, not
my department, was the answer. I went upstairs
to the Vice President’s office, where a helpful
(gasp) secretary got someone with a computer
on the line.
I went downstairs to see this font of wisdom,
only to be told that I never ordered a permit. If
I had paid attention and looked for a problem
(silly me, I had faith in the system), I would have
noticed that the permit did not show as a separate line item on my registration bill. Then I
would have known there was a problem, and I
could have come to stand in line earlier. I
protested that I had indeed ordered a permit,
but to no avail. Students are assumed to be lying
unless they can prove otherwise. Back to the line,
I was told. No reprieve for me.
The folks at Traffic and Parking were nice
enough to give me a temporary permit so that I
could park during the first week until lines
diminish and I can go purchase one. It seems
absurd that a simple piece of paper, handed over
a counter, was the temporary solution I needed.
It took me two and a half hours, five phone calls,
and four departments. I had to make a special
trip to campus, because there were no answers
forthcoming on the phone. If you are a faculty
or staff member, you would simply go to Traffic
and Parking, pay your money and get a permit
on the spot.
If nothing else is clear from this experience, I
know the administration at SJSU does not value
my business. I am not a customer; I am only
another student who does not need to be served,
or helped in any way. My time is not valuable; it
may be wasted indiscriminately. As I said to
everyone I spoke with that day, I can’t wait to get
out of here. Meanwhile, I’ll just learn to smile
while I bend over, and say thank you for the privilege.
Peer Fournier
Senior, Enviffmniental Studies

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the
page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty
and others who are interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARTAN DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bente! Hall 209, or to
the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism a, id Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192.
Articles may be faxed to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, daytime phone number, signature
and major. Although not encouraged, names may
be withheld upon request.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5
inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar
Resource Center 924-6033

CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT: Co-op orientation, 2p.m., Almaden room,
SU. Call Career Resource
Center 924-6033
CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT: On-Campus
Interview
Orientation,
2:30p.m., Umunhum room,
SU. Call Career Resource
Center 924-6033

CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: On-Campus Interview
12:30p.m.,
Orientation,
Almaden room, SU. Call
Career Resource Center 9246033
IN
CHICANO/LATINOS
HEALTH EDUCATION (CHE):
Meeting regarding elections,
5:30p.m., Duncan Hall room
615. Call Raul Vera 924-5034
IMPROVISED MUSIC STUDws:"Roots of the Mariachi," a
slide show/lecture by Jon
Clark, Coordinator of Maria.chi Workshop, 7:30p.m.,
School of Music, room 150.
Call 293-3152

KSJS 90.7 FM (SAN JOSE
STATE’S RADIO STATION):
Recruitment meeting, first
meeting
of
semester,
5:30p.m., Hugh Hillis Hall
room 118. Call Christine
Doherty 924-4548
Pi ALPHA Pm: Spring Rush
’94, 9a.m.-2p.m., in front of
KSJS 90.7 FM (SAN JOSE Student Union. Call Alger
STATE’S RADIO STATION): 294-8726 or Steve 259-0186
Recruitment meeting, all
majors welcome, 5:30p.m., SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Hugh Hillis Hall room 118. THEATER DEPT.: Acting and
Call 924-KSJS or Corinne dance auditions for the musi924-4561
cal ’The Wiz,’ 2:30-5:30p.m.
and 7-9p.m., SPX 219. Call
IMPROVISED MUSIC STUDIES: Buddy Butler 924-4664
workshop in the performance
of traditional Mariachi THE LISTENING HOUR:
Music. Earn one unit of cred- OPERA SAN JOSE: famous
it. Sign up at first class meet- opera scenes, 12:30-1:15p.m.,
ing, 7-9:30p.m., Music room Music Bldg., Concert Hall
186. Call 293-3152
room 176. Call Joan Stubbe
924-4631
PI ALPHA Pm: Spring rush
’94, 9a.m.-2p.m. in front of SpaciaGuide is available to SJSU
Student Union. Call Alger students, faculty and staff organifor free. Deadline is 5
294-8726 or Steve 259-0186 zations
p.m., usu days before publication
Forms am available at the SparSr JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY tan Daily, DBH 209. Linu-ted
may force reducing the
THEATRE DEPT.: Singing space
number otentdes.
auditions for the musical
"The Wiz," 2:30-5:30 and 79p.m., SPX 219. Call Buddy
ANALOG ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS/?
Butler 924-4664
SCHOOL OF ART AND
DESIGN: Student Galleries
Art Receptions, 6-8p.m., Art
Bldg. and Industrial Studies.
Call Marla Novo 924-4330

CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT: On-Campus
Orientation,
Interview
5:30p.m., Almaden room,
SU. Call Career Resource
Center 924-6033
FANTASY & STRATEGY
CLUB: Meeting, 5-10p.m.,
Guadalupe room, SU. Call
924-7097
PI ALPHA Pm: Spring Rush
’94, 9a.m.-2p.m., in front of
Student Union. Call Alger
2994-8726 or Steve 259-0186

From page

From page

comb, the coaches say they were
told by a reliable source representing the NCAA that the legislation would pass.
The BCA is angered more by
what they consider a lie than the
actual failure of the legislation to
pass.
The NCAA source has yet to
be identified.
Betrayal, however, was only
one of several issues concerning
the BCA.
"As legislation has continued
to be approved, all that legislation tends to constantly affect
minority student athletes in a
negative way," said Whitcomb,
referring to the NCAA. "(What)
the BCA is saying is we have to
stop the process.’
The legislation includes the
decrease in men’s scholarships
from 14 to 13 over the past two
seasons and the raising of eligibility standards for scholarship
recipients.
While the reduction in scholarships was originally voted in by
the NCAA to cut costs, the SCA
says the decrease disproportionately affects minority students,
particularly black males, who
make up 60 to 64 percent of all
basketball players in Division I.
"Not having the 14th scholarship reinstated denies over 200
young African-American kids
the opportunity for an education and to play basketball at the
university or college level," Stan
Morrison, SJSU s basketball
coach, said.
SJSU voted in favor of reinstating the 14th scholarship.
"I think the NCAA makes
enough money off the national
tournament to support the 14th
scholarship at every Division I
school and (should) bypass the
dictate," Morrison said.
However, he sees the rise in
scholarship eligibility standards
a far greater issue.

The current minimum eligibility standard for Division I
schools includes a 2.0 CPA in 11
core courses and a score of 700
on the SAT
In 1995, Proposal 16 will
require scholarship recipients to
have a minimum of a 2.5 CPA in
13 core courses if they score 700
on the SAT.
A sliding scale allows students
to offset a lower test score with a
higher GPA.
If students have a 2.0 GPA,
they must score a 900 on the
SAT
to
qualify
for
a
scholarship.
Morrison struggles with these
upcoming changes.
In addition to his concern
that SATs are culturally biased (a
concern shared by Whitcomb
and the BCA), he said counselors, teachers and coaches in
inner-city schools are failing to
educate students about these
new eligibility standards.
"The truth of the matter is
that I and my assistant coaches
have to educate counselors at
schools about the new standards
despite the fact that the NCAA
supposedly had sent information to every high school in the
nation," Morrison said.
According to Morrison, middle-to-upper-class communities
are aware of the new eligibility
standards, putting the inner-city
communities at a disadvantage.
Proposal 16 is currently
under review by the NCAA. The
review is a response to questions
concerning the disproportionate impact the legislauon may
have on minority student athletes, according to an NCAA
news release.
The NCAA will also address
questions raised by the BCA
about the accuracy of the data.
The BCA has charged that the
researchers’ personal views
make the data suspect.

might create. Sen. Bob Dole of
"He knows where we’re com- Kansas, the Republican leader,
ing from because he’s from a displayed few signs of comproworking-class background."
mise in televised remarks made
Many students on campus feel after the address
supportive of Clinton, but there
Dole gave Clinton little credit
is
skepticism
for improveabout the likeliment in the
hood of effective ’He knows where
economy.
reforms.
He characwe’re coming
While
Benterized Clinjamin sees a defifrom because he’s ton’s speech
nite need for
as aimed prifrom a workingeducation
marily toward
reform, fellow
gaining pasclass
background’
student
Tri
sage of the
Tanesia Paige Clinton health
Nguyen, a junior
S.,phrreffe sucaulogy
in chemical engicare plan.
neering, predicts
Clinton’s
it will be a long
address
time before real
referred many
education reform takes place.
times to accountability of govGerston said, "traditionally the ernment to the people. "After so
federal government has been many years of gridlock and indereluctant to get involved. Educa- cision, after so many hopeful
tional reform has been left up to beginnings and so few promising
the states. There is $50 billion results, the American people are
more in spending that the going to be harsh in their judgadministration would like to do ments of all of us if we fail to
than is available. I don’t expect seize this moment."
As his address drew to a close,
many educational reforms."
Republican reaction to the Clinton asked the joint session of
speech was critical of the federal Congress to "consider the cost of
bureaucracy Clinton’s proposals not changing."

SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJORS!
NEW CLASS ADDED:
CP 001 (Section 5) - CULTURAL PLURALISM
ITH 3:00 - 4:15
DMH 234
Professor Lois Helmbold
CODE #20519
SPACE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING
GENERAL EDUCATION CLASSES.
CP 001 - Cultural Pluralism (all sections)
Socs 100W - Writing Workshop (section 8)
WomS 10- Perspective Sex Roles (section 2)
WomS 101 - The Study of Women (all sections)

Then consider MAXIM Intooratod
Products

NIT INVINUIS

MAXIM is a dynamic linear and mixed signal semiconductor company that has
been selected as one of the best 200 small
companies by Forbes and Business Week
for the last 4 years

everyt n

It you have excellent knowledge of analog
circuits and a strong desire to wort in the
analog and mixed-signal industry, then you
have a unique opportunity to join
MAXIM’s engineering team
Anglin Teat Develooment Engineer
You will develop test hardware and software
for new products, using state-of-the-art ATE
Deity actMlies include test hardware design.
development of test improvements for exist wig products. analysis of product raids. and
developmenVdebug of hardware and software BSEE required
MIIIIKLAINAKS1119111-ELIBKNIK
You will be responsible for solving customer problems and "road testing new
products, Your daily activities include telephone support and lab analysis of customer circuit problems, characterization of
new products, and data sheet development BSEE required as well as excellent
oral and written communication skills
AnliOCI

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
THFATRE DEPT.: Dance auditions for the musical "The
Wiz," 2:30-5:30, SPX 219.
Call Buddy Butler 924-4664

Clinton

3

Do you want to work for a successful
company?

Wednesday
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS: First
meeting, 2p.m., Costanoan
room, SU. Call George 9246263

NCAA

I. 1994

Product Lannon

You will be responsible for the improvement of key product yields. Daily activities
include lab analysts of circuit problems.
device simulations, circuit design and layout enhancements BSEE required, MSEE
preferred
All three positions require excellent knowledge of analog circuits Strictly "digital’
people need not apply

Thursday
A.S. ELECTION BOARD:
Spring Election Information
Session, 1-2p.m., Guadalupe
room, SU. Call Jerome Martin 924-5%1

MAXIM will be holding on -campus interviews at San Jose State on March 21.i,
1994 See your career placement center to
sign up for interviews If you are too late for
on -campus lreflefee*sogn-ups. please send
your resume to

CAREER PLANNING St
PLACEMENT: RØsumØ Critique, lp.m., Costanoan
room, SU. Call Career

120 San Gabriel Drive. Sunnyvale, CA
940843

111AXIA1
Attn Kent Mazza!’

Traffic, red lights, packed parking lots. You name it.
Shanna’s passed it.
That’s because she bought a TA Semester Pass. For only
$76, she rides any time on all regular TA bus and Light
Rail service. And best of all, she avoids the daily grind
of trying to find a parking space near State.
No wonder she’s getting ahead. Buy your
TA Semester Pass at the Student Union.
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SJSU 92, UNLV 77
By Brian Wachter
SPecial

The Spartans Ian the Runnin’ Rebels off
the Event Center floor Saturday night in
their first ever win against UNIX, a blowout.
Yet head coach Stan Morrison said there
was little celebration in the locker room after
the 92-77 win:
’There was no (Reggie) Manuel out there
and we still have to play them at home."
UNLV guard Manuel, the Big West Confernce’s leading scorer, was out with a
sprained ankle.
Had Manuel played, well...
SJSU, led by senior forward Jason Allen, lit up
the scoreboard early with an incendiary shooting
display that obliterated the Rebel zone.
Allen scored his second 3-pointer in as many
times down the court to put the Spartans up 9with 15:13 to play in the first half The next time
down, Allen shot another three a rainbow owr
a siaring Rebel, and the Sparraus weir on their way
to a rout
Allen had 17 points at the midway buzzer,
including a breakaway dunk that typified the
Spartans’ ability to outrun the Rebels off
rebounds and turnovers.
Allen was subsequently diarged with a technical
foul for hangbig on the rim and 3,475 fans formed
a chorus of divist and dismay:
"I would have broken my neck had I let
go," Allen said.
The UNIX squad looked to be suffering
from a broken spirit as they shuffled through
the shoot-around before the second half
trailing by 14.
The Spartans shot 59.3 percent for the half,
compared to 39.3 percent by the Rebels
Looking like a old shoe-salesman rather than a
big-time college hoops guru. UNLV coach Rollie
Iskmimino remained calm throughout his club’s
sluggish performance. He elected to let his many
associates do the wiling for him as UNLV’s desperate trapping deferm resulted in 15 fouls in the second half:
Yet, in perhaps the most significant aspect
of the contest. SJSU fought through the fullcourt press and captured and held a 20-point
lead through most of the final period.
"We knew if we could break the press we
could beat them," guard Terry Cannon said.
He helped subdue the Rebels by making 10
of 10 free throws, most coming off fouls committed in the press.
The Spartans also remained undaunted
through 10 second-half turnovers, caused by the
trap and also by a zealous Spartan fast break
"Our defense keyed the break," Allen said.
Interior defense seemed to be a matter of
pride Saturday for the Spartans. First-year
player Roy Hammonds blocked a Kebu Stewart dunk attempt in a play that symbolized
SJSU’s ability to make crucial defensive plays.
Though the Rebas are known for highlightthatnics the most spectacular pl-,ty of the one was
executed by the Spartans From behind the left
baseline, guard jasier Zawila inbounded the ball
into the air for a vicious rip by forward Darren
Greene, revising the Spartans’ 20point lead and

-as_,Z.0v,ir4v.:4,44.1-
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CAN’T FIND A PARKING SPACE?
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Spartan forward Roy Hammonds blocks a dunk attempt by UNLV’s Kebu Stewart during the first
half of Saturday nights game. The victory was the first ever against the Runnin Rebels.
detonating the crowd.
With 1:00 on the clock and the crowd
delirious, yet still loud, Morrison pulled all
his starters, signaling the Spartan victory.
How does a school not known for attract-

One block from SJSU
Your own space
Come and go as you please

ing NBA-type talent beat a college known as
a kind of NBA farm club?
’They have a great new program and a
Massimino runs a clean
great coach
team," said SJSU President J. Handel Evans.

SPACES
LEFT

MUST MENTION THIS AD

Women beat Pacific 74-63
Hinder Balla
.1,sitt.inItath Von., Editor

Hulett Brooks scored 20
points and grabbed nine
rebounds to lead the women’s
basketball team over Unisei sits’
of the Pacific, 74-63, for the tit st
time since 1984.
The Spanai is weir 0-19 agair LI the
Tigers until Saturday’s victory. The
win lifts SJSU to 4-4 in the Big West
Conference. 9-7 overall. LOP drops
to 4-3 in conference, 9.6 sera. The
women take on UC Irvine at 5 p.m.

Thurxt.rs it the Bent Center.
"The last time we played Pat itic, we lost to them by two," head
coach Karen Smith said. "I felt
really good about this game. I
felt we handled their pressure
well. They’re very physical and in
the past, that’s bothered us. We
didn’t let it affect us this time."
SJSU trailed for most of the
first half, heading into the locker
room at the half, down 29-28.
The two teams battled for the
lead cads. in the second half

until a Shemekia Brown lay up
put the Spartans ahead to stay.
With 14:11 to play in the half,
a Kari Steele 3-pointer sparked a
10-0 Spartan run. Tough fullcourt man-to-man pressure from
the Spartans allowed UOP to
chip the lead down to eight
points, but that was the best the
Tigers could manage.
The Spartans’ hill-court pre&sure
caused 26 UOP tun lovers. Steele led
the it= with three steak
"We full-court pressed them

the whole time," Smith said.
’TThat’s the way we needed to
play them. We just kept the pressure on them. We had a lot of
players who steyped up and we
put them away.
For the Spartans, freshman
guard Steele was nine-for-nine
from the line and scored 16
points. junior center Shemekia
Brown scored 10 points and
junior forward LaDonna Irving
chipped in eight points.

Page me! Call me!
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Hockey team skates to 7-2 victory
By Can Broglia
Spanan Ditilv Staff Writer

ft

P55IANI+411Y

SJSU’s Joel Jenkins skates past an Orange Coast College player early
in the first period Friday night The Spartans won, 7-2.

In the first game of the new
semester, the SJSU hockey team
showed it’s comfortable in its
new home with a 7-2 win over
Orange Coast College.
"It was good that we won our
first game. I hope more people
will want to come out and watch
us play," team vice president
LouSiville said.
The opponents, OCC, were
considered tough competition.
OCC scored within the first
six minutes of the game. In the
first period, SJSU had passed
(X:C 2-1. The first goal for SJSU
was by forward Brent Faulhaber.
The second goal, made with
1:50 left in the period, was by forward Gregor Bruins.
Both Faulhaber and Bruins
were assisted by defenseman Ian
MacKenzie.
MacKenzie, a senior majoring in
human perfonnar ice, had three
assists and scored the third goal for

SIR? in the second period.
A fight broke out after the third
goal between SJSU’s Hugh Murphy
and two OCC players, one of whom
was removed from the ice for being
the third inaii in dieing a fight.
Faulhaber scored a second
time, assisted by Keith Shore and
Jay Farago.
His second goal was followed
by Bruins’ second for the
evening. Bruins was assisted by
defenseman Joel Jenkins and forward Tony Desoo.
After the game, Faulhaber and
Bn tins ex pressud their mitt:mem
’This WAS profrahly the first time in
a king while that we all had fun out
there," Briiins &aid, lie thought (XL
would be hard to beat.
Faulhaber agreed. ’The game
went great. We played much better than we had been playing."
SJSU attempted 28 shots while
OCC attempted 22.
The SJSU hockey team takes
on San Diego State at 9:45 p.m.
Friday at the Ice Centre.
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Communication Station (Pavilion)
Dakep
Monterey Academy
Pizza A Go Go

5. Recycle Bookstore
6. Ruck N’ Taco
7. Subway

STUDENTTEACHER
DISCOI1NTS

SHOE SALE

Mon. Thu. 10am-9pm
Fri. & Sat. 10arnlOpm ,
Sunday 12pm-8pm
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HEY.. .WE MOVED!

DOC MARTENS / SKECHERS
BODY PIERCING

Santa Clara Si.
Bet ween. 3rd &
Downtown San Jose
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DA Le LEM
SKATEBOARDS / STREAKS
TAPES AND CLOTHING
380 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE CA 95113
408 286-5519
FAX 408 286-5719
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FREE

Plain Facials
Acrylic Nails
Plain Manicures
Nail Tips
Permanent Waves
Hair Coloring

-MEX
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TACOS
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Cut
Hair
$2shampoo
w/student ID
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Accredited by NACCAS
No stylist requests, please
Licensing Preparation Advanced Ciiiirses Available Fully
Approved for Placement Assistance Classes Forming Regularly
Student Work Only

Monterey Academy
of Hair Design
345 E. Santa Clara St., San Jose
Open Mon.-Fri. 287-9868

Milpitas Beauty College
1350 S. Park Victoria Dr.
(Parktown Plaza Center)
Open Tues.-Sat. 262-7703

NEXT TO
BEN & JERRY’S
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Art: Homeless given a forum by exhibition

Bookstore
From page 1
Senior Lisa Kolstad shops at
Robert’s because the lines are
shorter. She said it’s less of a
hassle.
The manager of Robert’s
Book Store said that during
semester’s
each
initial
book-buying rush, there are six
cashiers instead of only the
usual (air.
Kristina Collins-Anderson, a

Spartan Bookstore manager,
said the bookstore also prepares
for long lines by keeping 17
cashiers working for the first
three weeks of the semester.
Sharon Spencer, a senior
graduating in hospitality management. said she shops at the
Spartan Bookstore for convenience.
"1 go here (Spartan Bookstore) first, then Robert’s," she
said.

The end of racism
starts with you.
Clyde W. Ford, who has spent his life fighting racism,
has written a book that tells you exactly what to do.
We On All Get Along, explains fifty constructive steps
you can take to change racist attitudes and put a
stop to racist actionsat home, at work, at school
and in your communityincluding how to:
A

improve your cross-cultural communication skills
4.,411W’rim IV .1111.1.1I U VII

Bailin

use your personal computer to promote
A

understanding

From page 1
workshops were modeled after a
Cathedral’s Social Ministry program conducted by St.
Office, a community-based orga- Mary’s Church in Oakland
nization that works with the poor which involved senior citizens
and homeless.
who were formerly homeless.
According to Social Ministry
Beyond giving homeless parDirector Sharon Miller, many of ticipants the opportunity to artisthe participants were selected tically express themselves and
from homeless adult shelters.
their experiences, the arts proClasses, held twice a week, ject also poses the question,
were taught by Palo Alto artist "When does art do good?"
Robin McCloskey.
A panel discussion asking that
Miller felt the workshops were question will take place in the
beneficial for the homeless SJSU art department on Feb. 15.
because the classes served as a
Although Ramirez feels that
vehicle to keep the participants the question of "when does art
off the street as well as create a do good" is debatable, she said,
sense of consistency.
"1 believe art does good when
"The art classes helped the something positive comes out of
participants come to terms with the experience. If it boosts selfthemselves and helped bolster esteem or opens another door
their self-esteem," she said.
and helps you see life in another
The idea of the homelessness way (or) resolve things, then art
arts project was initially launched does do good."
in 1991. Andy Ostheimer, exhibiRamirez hopes "About Hometions director of SJSU Art Gal- lessness: Good Works" will help
leries, wrote a grant to the Arts the public acknowledge that
Council of Santa Clara County, homeless people have somerequesting
that
artistic thing to say.
workshops be held for homeless
"There are so many stereoadults.
twes that go with homelessness
According to Ramirez, the that suggest someone wants to

educate your faIRMW-cultural ho ic71,r-celebrations
liNtelEariM school or lob
A

MIME

and much, much more,

for students from
Kindergarten to
High School

Flexible hours
’Part-time position
’Transportation required
’Available immediately

WE CAN ALL

ALONG
GET
5$745entercz’AKF -«iome

..4121c
N YOU0. CON,ALIN

II

$8 to $10 per
45 min session

.

Clyde V/. Ford

call 408 978-7574

Accepted at
more SchoolS
than you Were.

be homeless or that they’re a
bum and don’t have a job,"
she said.
"I hope the public gains
insight and touches upon the situation of being homeless. I
would hope they realize they are
just regular people and have
feelings, too."
Miller said she would like the
public to appreciate the art coming from the individual, even
though the artist may be homeless.
According to Ostheimer,
"About Homelessness: Good
Works" will also be displayed at
Gallery One, in the school of Art
and Design from Feb. 8 to
March 11.
The works displayed at
Gallery One will include
photographs, shelters, tools and
community resources by professional artists, architects and community workers.
Outside SJSU, another body
of artwork from "About Homelessness: Good Works" will be
presented at WORKS/San Jose
in Japantown from Feb. 8 to Mar.
18.

VISA
5.

411.
/PLUS

mar

It’s everYwilere
you want to be:

at
shown
work
The
WORKS/San Jose includes
hideouts and playhouses constructed by children and
teenagers from the San Jose
Family Shelter and the Adolescent Residential Center (ARC).
According to artist Suellen
Nessler, who led the children
and adolescent project, 100 children were involved.
Nessler said it was good for
the homeless children to work
together toward one common
goal.
The Los Angeles Poverty
Department (L.A.PD.), which is
composed of homeless people,
formerly homeless people and a
number of artists, is also part of
the arts project and will be in residence at SJSU’s University
Theatre from Mar. 1 until Mar.
11.
L.A.P.D., a group based in
downtown Los Angeles, was created to perform work that
reveals the reality of life on the
streets. L.A.1P.D will offer
workshops free of charge and
open to the public during their
residency.

Evans: Presidential search begins
From page I
would have the benefit of a President who could devote all of his
or her efforts toward SJSU’s concerns.
Presidential searches will also
be conducted for positions at
Cal State Satan islaus and at
Monterey Bay.
"I respect him for making the
early announcement. It lets the
faculty know what’s happened
and will allow us to get fair representation at the state level,"
said Academic Senator Carolyn
Lewis, of intercollegiate athletics.

"It also eliminates rumors that
can undermine individual and
university effectiveness."
The announcement comes
on the heels of a new policy that
will increase the salaries of CSU
presidents by as much as
$22,323 a year. The new compensation model is in response
to what Munitz said is an inability to compete with other states
in recruiting and retaining top
quality presidential candidates.
’There are some Presidents
who were hired at a certain
amount and have been paid

Enrollment
From page I
have nearly doubled in the past
four years, the largest fee
increase occurring between the
’92 and ’93 semesters. The
CSU’s deliberate adjustment of
enrollments to match reduced
state funding is also a contributing factor to the drop in enrollment.
"We actually planned to bring
enrollment down to match the
budget by closing admission to
new students for the spring of
1993," said Ed Chambers, Executive Vice President of Admissions & Records.

’The budget is causing a lot
of concerns for students to stay
away."
Graduating senior Tony Sellarole recalls how inexpensive college was when he first started
school.
"Students used to be able to
afford tuition themselves, now
they have to depend on loans to
barely cover the cost of that," he
said.
Now a part-time student with
6 units, Tony pays more than
when he first started full time,
and is not happy about it,
"It’s a rip-off, he said.

Having a hard time
getting classes?

San Jose City College is the
Affordable Choice at $13 a unit!
YOU CAN STILL REGISTER
for the follwing transferrable courses starting
this week at San Jose City College:
Accounting 20
Biology 1
Biology 2
Botany 62
Business 71
Chemistry 65
English 1C
French 1A
Geography 10
Geology 11
Health Ed 11
History 1
History 17A
Journalism 10
Marketing 118
Marketing 120
Math 62
Math 70
Math 72
Music 91
Physics 48
Poli Sci 1
Psychology 10
Speech 20

Financial Accounting
Principles of Animal Biology
Principles of Plant Biology
Plants and Human Welfare
Business Law
Quantitative Analysis
Critical Thinking/Composition
Elementary French
Physical Geography
Earth History
Dynamic Health Concepts
Survey of American History
History of the United States
Mass Media and Society
Creative Selling
Marketing Principles
Calculus for Business and Social Sciences
Discrete Mathematics
Calculus II with Analytic Geometry
Music Appreciation
General Physics
American Government
General Psychology
Oral Communication

Call NOW for Registration Information!

San Jose City College
2100 Moorpark Avenue
San Jose, CA 95128
0 Visa US A Inc 1094
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(Bascom Ave off 280)

(408) 288-3700

considerably less than they were
supposed to receive," said Evans.
"Its timely."
Evans spearheaded the effort
to convert Ft. Ord to a new campus location over the last two
years.
The Monterey Bay site has
reached a plateau that requires
someone to assume a full-time
position to effectively continue
Evans’ efforts.
’This institution needs a mandate from its faculty in order to
compete. It’s a game for
resources," Evans said.

Former follower
critisizes use of
Manson song
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif.
Susan Atkins, convicted
(AP)
of eight murders as a member of
the Charles Manson family, says
the killer doesn’t deserve the
attention he’s getting with a
song on a pop music album.
"While, to a younger generation who was not alive at the
time, Charles Manson must
seem like a cartoon character, I
can assure you ... that his depravity and depth of cruelty make
him a truly base human being,
deserving of no one’s attention,
let alone admiration," Atkins
wrote in a letter published Sunday in the San Bernardino Sun.
"To make a novelty out of a
person like Charles Manson,
whose self-serving wickedness (I
can attest) is beyond any of your
comprehension, is truly unconscionable," Atkins wrote.
Atkins, who is serving a life
sentence for her role in the
Manson Family’s 1969 killing
spree, condemned Guns N
Roses for recording "Look at
Your Game Girl," written by
Manson, on "The Spaghetti Incident?"
Atkins expressed "deep dismay" at the song’s use and condemned Geffen Records for
refusing to pull it after protests.
"How could anyone endorse
this profiting on the infamy of
such a hideous criminal?" Atkins
wrote.
The album has drawn criticism from relatives of Manson’s
victims.
Manson and three followers
were convicted of stabbing and
shooting Sharon Tate, the pregnant actress-wife of director
Roman Polanski, and four others at Polanski’s home on Aug.
9, 1969. They also were convicted of killing wealthy grocer
Leno LaBianca and his wife,
Rosemary the following night.
Atkins was convicted of those
seven killings and the earlier
murder of musician Gary Hinman.
A spokesman for the band
said in December that Guns N’
Roses members knew Manson
once recorded the song, but
were unaware he had written it
or might receive royalties.
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o Settler shot in
Gaza Strip

0 BMW to buy last of the big
British carmakers
LONDON (AP) - German
automaker BMW is buying England’s Rover, merging two of
Europe’s great car names and
putting the last big Britishowned auto company under foreign control.
The $1.2 billion deal angered
Japanese car giant Honda, a 20
percent shareholder in Rover.
Opposition lawmakers also complained that workers had been
given no job guarantees, and
questioned whether Rover had
been undersold when it was
bought by British Aerospace
PLC five years ago.
But industry analysts called
the match a good fit. Traders
sharply pushed up the share
prices of BMW and British Aerospace on the Frankfurt and London stock markets.
BMW and Rover executives
told a news conference they are
creating the world’s largest specialist car manufacturer. They
will produce nearly 1 million
vehicles a year, ranging from
BMW’s luxury cars to Rover’s
four-wheel-drive cars, almost
doubling the capacity of BMW.
"In addition, our differing
regional strengths provide a
powerful synergy," said Bernd
Pischetsrieder, chairman of
Bayrische Motoren Worke AG.
For example, BMW’s stronger
distribution network in the United States could increase exports
of Rovers, he said.
BMW’s goal is to make Rover
a bigger company, Pischetsrieder said, hinting he might
like to bring back some English
auto nameplates from a bygone
era.
Victor Doolan, president of
BMW North America, noted
that Rover’s dormant nameplates include such well-known
names as MG and Triumph.
BMW already sells diesel
engines to Rover, and "more of
that could happen," Doolan said
at the National Automobile
Dealers Association convention
in San Francisco. He said shared
engineering and supplier knowl-

edge would be likely even as the
BMW and Rover brands remain
distinct
He said there are no plans to
import a Rover sport utility vehicle that would be built or sold in
the United States as a BMW
despite rival Mercedes-Benz’
plans to build a sport utility in
Alabama beginning in 1997.
The purchase caused stormy
arguments in the House of
Commons, where members of
the opposition Labor Party complained workers had been given
no guarantees on job security.
British Aerospace had bought
Rover on the belief that the two
companies’ engineering capabilities would complement one
another. These benefits were
never so great, however, and
British Aerospace decided to sell
Rover and focus on its core
defense and aerospace businesses.
Rover is England’s last mass
producer of automobiles that
was under British ownership;
other big car plants here are
Japanese. or American-owned.
"The motor business is very
much an international community these days," said George
Simpson, chairman of the Rover
Group. "It’s very difficult to be
efficient in our business if you
take a nationalistic approach to
operating."
The deal left questions about
Rover’s future relationship with
Honda. British Aerospace said
Honda did not wish to increase
its stake in Rover to more than
50 percent, so it began discussions with BMW.
BMW, founded during World
War I as an airplane engine
maker, stands to acquire 100
percent of Rover Group Holdings Ltd. The Rover car business, owned 20 percent by
Honda Motor Co. Ltd., is a subsidiary of the holding company.
Investors applauded the deal,
pushing British Aerospace
shares up by 12.4 percent in
London while BMW stock rose
by 8.3 percent in Frankfurt.

e Agreement among ANC, government, conservatives unlikely
PRETORIA, South Africa power to the country’s black
(AP) - ANC leader Nelson majority.
The dissidents still had room
Mandela rejected a demand
Monday for changes in the to maneuver. Parties have 10
voting rules for South Africa’s days to register for the election
first all-race election, making once President F.W. de Werk forit even more unlikely that mally announces that voting will
be held April 27-29, the dates
dissidents will participate.
Another round of talks agreed to in earlier negotiations
between Mandela’s African between the government, the
the ANC and other parties.
Congress,
National
Roelf Meyer, chief negotiator
white government and an
alliance of election opponents for the government, said he
ended Monday night with expected de Klerk to formally set
participants saying they would the election date Wednesday.
continue negotiations. But That would mean any deal to
there appeared to be little bring the Freedom Alliance into
the election would have to be
chance for an agreement.
The opponents are members struck by Feb. 12.
The exact date of De Klerk’s
of the Freedom Alliance,
right-wing announcement is not clear.
the
including
By law he must do so no later
white Afrikaner Volksfront and
the Zulu-based Inkatha Freedom than 60 days before the vote, or
Party. Both are seeking conces- by Feb. 26.
The ANC and government
sions that would give them
to want all parties to take part
strength
regional
in the election to ensure that
fight what they fear will
be ANC dominance after the the voting is free, fair and peaceful.
elections in April.
"There’s no way they can play
There was a growing sense
that the key question of whether a role after the election if they
the Freedom Alliance members don’t "participate in the elecwould take part in elections or tion," Meyer said of the Freelaunch a civil war was coming to dom Alliance.
Inkatha - which draws supa head. The elections will give

port from South Africa’s largest
black ethnic group - demanded that South Africans be
allowed to mark two ballots in
April, one for the national
assembly and one for regional
legislatures.
Under current election rules,
voters are to choose parties
rather than candidates, making
one selection that will determine
the make-up of parliament and
the regional legislatures. If the
ANC, which is expected to win
the most votes, got 50 percent of
the vote, it would hold half the
seats in the national legislature
and in each of nine provincial
bodies.
Changing to a separate
regional ballot would allow
groups like Inkatha to focus
their campaigns in their strongholds and give them some hope
of controlling provincial governments.
The government and the
ANC argue that millions of
blacks voting for the first time
would be confused by two ballots. Mandela told a campaign
rally Monday that plans would
not change for April, but that
two ballots would be considered
for future votes.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ASTHMATIC PATIENTS
Patients with asthma needed for
research study to evaluate an
investigational medication. Participation will be compensated.
Please call Allergy and Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara Valley at
(408) 553-0709 and ask for a
research use.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office vises arid x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see AS. Office or
call (8001655-3225.
100% PURE ADRENALJNE !III!!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only sindiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver. starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.

MUMMA

GIF.E1(

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
seeking ECE qualified teachers for
SILL WINNOW flEMS FOR Si! full & p/t positions, to work with
Place an ad In the Spartan infant, toddler, pre, & school
Daily Classified. For Info... aged children. Call 225-KIDS.
V ad form In lower right corner.
MUM

JERUSALEM (AP) - Palestinian gunmen shot and injured
a Jewish settler in the occupied
Gaza Strip on Sunday, the army
said.
Arab reports said Palestinian
gunmen opened fire on the
Israeli car as it drove by the
Rafah refugee camp on a road
primarily used by Jews living in
the main bloc of settlements in
the Gaza Strip.
The army closed the area to
search for the assailants.
The settler, who WAS not identified, was reported to be in
moderate condition at Beersheva’s Soroka hospital. Details of
the settler’s injuries were not
released.
Also Sunday, police confirmed Saturday’s arrest of 26
Jewish settlers who tried to set
up an unauthorized settlement
in the West Bank as part of their
campaign against the IsraeliPalestinian peace process.
Seven were later released and
the 19 remaining in police custody faced a court hearing,
police spokesman Eli Ai-din said.
In the Rafah refugee camp, a
hand grenade was thrown at an
army patrol Saturday, lightly
injuring two soldiers, Arab
reporters said.
The Fatah Hawks vigilante
group linked to PLO chief Yasser Arafat’s mainstream PLO faction claimed responsibility in a
statement read over a mosque
loudspeaker.
Such an attack would mark a
violation of the PLO’s pledge to
stop all violence against Israeli
soldiers as part of the Israel-PLO
accord on Palestinian autonomy
in Gaza and the West Bank
region ofiericho.
The army said it was checking
both incidents.
Meanwhile, Fatah and the
rival Muslim fundamentalist
group Hamas demonstrated
their ability to cooperate when
elections at the Gaza Engineers
Association ended in a tie Friday
night.
The two agreed to rotate
majorities on the nine-member
executive council for the next
two years.

Phone: 924-3277 MI FAX: 924-3282

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
GREEKS & CLUBS
Cell 1-8004364365 ext. P-3310.
EARN $SO - $250
for yourself
HOUSING
plus up to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs
2 Bedroom Apartment S750/mo.
nothing and lasts one week.
Security type building
Call now and receive
Secure Parking
a free gift.
Close in
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
HELP WANTED
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
BABY SITTER: 2 boys ages 2 & 4.
2 mornings a week. 2 blocks from WANTED: Professional M/F to
campus. Includes parking. Lisa: share 2 br. 1 ba. apt. Master
286-5451.
bcIrm. & exclusive use of car
port & pool. $365. mo. + 1/2
LUNCH POSITIONS AVAILABLE. util. Patrick: 408-2464357.
Bus, host, wait and cashier.
Please inquire at the Old Spaghetti WALK TO SJSU a JAPAN TOWN.
Factory. Mon.-Fri., from 3 to 4.
Quiet! 2 br/1ba. Pkg, laundry, pvt.
patio. 8685/mo. 510-829-6348.
ELDERLY WOMAN SEEKING
part-time companion in exchange WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
for room, board, & small salary. 408-998-0300. Minutes from
Call Bev, 268-6310.
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm, apts. with 2 full baths.
COMPUTERS/MAC RETAIL sAin Ideal for students and roomComputerWare. No. Cal.’s fastest mates. Swimming pool, saunas,
growing Mac software/hardware weight room & club house.
reseller, has immediate FT sales Quality living at a reasonable
openings at our new Santa Clara rate. 1750 Stokes St.
store. FT position also available in
each of our Sunnyvale stores. Can- BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
dictates must be highly Mac liter- Be the first to occupy
ate. Duties: cashiering. product these newly upgraded
demos & customer support. Full units. Studios, one and
bene’s. CV. tr. & res. to Personnel. two bdrms. from $5 2 5.
CornputerWare. 2800W. Bayshore 1/2 block from SJSU.
Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303. EOE.
Parking, Cable ready. Ask
about move in bonus.
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is now $4 0 O. dep. No pets.
interviewing for summer manager 55 So. 6th St. 408-292.5174.
positions. Selected applicants will
own & operate their own painting RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
business. Training provided. in landmark bldg. Mtge windows.
Average earnings J8000. Call miniblinds, new appliances
1-800394-1386.
Incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this gated covered parking, laundry
summer! Summer management room.Great views! 1 blk from
internships available with
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from
Student Works Painting
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
For info call 1800295-9675
297-4705.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
SeNing SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student- "Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
NO HASSLE
fisheries. Many earn $2,000.
NO OBLIGATION
/mo. in canneries or $3,000.Aso open Saturdays 9-2.
$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
111110.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT! Many employers provide benefits.
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE No exp. necessary! Male or
Auto. Jet Ski, Motorcycle, female. For more info. call
Boat, Home owners Insurance. 1-206-545-4155 ext. 46041.
’Alumni serving ’Students’
...Talk to me, I’ll help you. TYPIST NEIMID.1115/16. TIJESDAYS
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? 4-9 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM
Cell me, (Don) 408-247-3734. & have excellent English, grammar
& spelling skills. 408280-7203.
Open on Sat/Sun with app*. only!
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LOST & FOUND
LOST RING ON CAMPUS.
Gemstone ring: oval shaped.
black opal. Belonged to mother.
Please Call: 259-4986.

SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle IrljUfieS
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BENZADI LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. 0336. San Jose
Tel: 408471-3661.

-.A- ...MN.

DAIREN= EDITOR WIU.POUSH
your essay, report, proposal,
thesis, or letter ’till it shines! Your
success depends upon the quality
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
510-6014554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K.
SERVICES FINANCIAL
S HOME BASED BUSINESS S
Home based businesses are
growing at an alaming rate.
Cash in on this money making
opportunity and get your snare
of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate industry.
"No gimmicks". Learn how you
can earn as much as $50,000.
within the next 3 months.
HURRY! Please send $5.00. for
an informational pamphlet, to
Li. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose, CA 951570325.
CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of 5$ in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource.
Call now: 408.2363747.

51:i MONEY FOR COLLEGE $S
$135 million unclaimed!
Scholarship matching
guaranteed! FREE informative
booklet! 24 hour recording!
Call now! Toll Free!
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.

TRAVEI,
LAKE HAVASU, AZ .s Amenca’s
New Spring Break Hot spot. Spend
4+ days at America’s largest party
for as little as E99.00. Top name
concerts. comedians, and celebn
ties. The Lake Will Roar in ’94r
Call 14004HAVAS11.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer
the reader to specific
telephone numbers or
addresses for additional
Information. Classified
readers should be reminded
that, when making these
further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods a services.
In acirltion, readers should
carefully Investigate firms
offering employment
listings a coupons for
discount vacations or
merchandise.

CALL MARCIA 213694411
fo Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Speciaist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Tumble(’ MLA
Grammar. Punct., Phrasing
Tables, Graphs. & Charts.
Will also eat disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
Warrenton" Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus’

HAVIVARDFRIEMINT.UNION DRY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA. and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
fifirP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.

EARN FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP
and bonuses while visiting MTV
in Southern California. Cal! today
1-800255-5791.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science ard Eeglisn pope’s,
WORD PROCESSING theses our specialty. Laser Ornt.
ng. Free spell check and storage
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. APA. Turaban and other formats.
West San Jose/Cupertino. Apii, Resumes. editing, graphics
’Term papers "Group projects and other services available
’Thesis ’Letters Applications Masterson’s Word Processing
*Rearms *Tape transcription, etc Call Paul 11Wgino 408-251-0449
Nursing/Math/Science/Engbsh
Laser printer. Days & evenings, EXPERIENCED Ward Processor
7 days. SUZANNE, 4464658. Ret,ed secretary. Let me do
ire typing!, Resumes. ternPROFESSIONAL Word Processing. Papers, theses. etc. Grad
ses, term papers, group & undergrad. IBM Computer
projects, resumes, letters. etc. Laser printer. Fax machine
All formats. especially APA. Nortary Public. Appointment
SS BILLIONS avaiiabie for your Experienced, dependable, quick necessary. Call Anna at
education, all students qualify! return. Transcriptions available. 972-4992.
Almaden / Branham area
Free message .800)666-GRAD.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

AFFORDABLE Al EXPERIENCED
Ptofessionai Word Processing!
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters.
Manuscnots. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser It. All formats. specalieng
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing Free disc
storage Al work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
serrate. To avoid disapoontment,
call now to reserve you, timer Cali
PAM 247.2681 (8am 8pm). plus
Sea Addeo’s" 10% Per Relenall
I
HATE TO TYPE1
If this got your attention. gNe yourserf a beak. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie- 9984354.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVER77SING THAT WORKS!
Print

your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

LiimoDooacconoritomoEloELEDEEDEL
CEEIODEEIDEODOODODEEDEEEEHICIallOO
EIDEIOCHICIDMODOODECOOEIDE=DECOOD
OCIDEIFThimmr-MEICEIODEDEEDEOEID173
4
S
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Rates: 3-line
Two
On.
Days
Day
lines
$7
$5
lines
$6
$5
liners
$7
$9
line
58
$10
adational line

Three
Days
59
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
it 1
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
513
$14
$15
$16

Atter the fifth day, net. Increases by 111 per day.
,1,0 line t;" ’c iris) in bold for no extra charge
5 addit,,
words avadable ’nh 1.101 $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines. $70 10-14 ltnes. $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

.414 4111-4111,...116==o111.411,41411

Please check
your classification:
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Ad
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A c he, L cr money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State Univers/by,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
Laassilied desk is located in Dwgrit Hertel Hail Hoorn 709
Deadline Two days before publication All ads are prepad
Consecutive publications dates only No
refunds on cancelled ads
OLIBSTIONS? CALI. (405)5954E77

Announcements
- Automotive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutorag
- Word Processing

Features
Student falconer soars to new heights
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From page

"My bird would have died.
When we siot him he was neat
As an apprentice. Schaeffer is starvation, she said. "As soon
allowed to have only one bird, as I got him, I took him to the
either a red -tail hawk or an vet. He is a lot healthier since
American kestrel. Hers is a we’ve had him."
Schaeffer will have to release
red-Lail hawk. Those two species
are not in as much danger Dancer into the wild when
of extincfion as some other rap- she is finished rehabilitating
him.
tors.
Falconers can receive birds
She must remain an apprentice for at least two years before between Nov.1 and Jan.31 each
she can become a general fal- year. This is when birds start
having problems due to colder
Colter and get a second bird.
Apprentices must be spon- weather.
A bird of prey can only
sored by a master falconer with
be captured if it is younger than
over seven years of experience.
Schaeffer’s sponsor is Master one year, but it has to be out
Falconer Bill Murphy who has of the nest. After one year, a bird
over 20 years experience with can usually survive on its own.
Over the summer Schaeffer
birds of prey such as the pereparticipated in the Peregrine
grine falcon.
Ron Schaeffer, Stephanie’s Fund, a government sponsored
father. got her interested in fal- program, in which falconers
conry. He has a general falcon- breed and train peregrine faler’s license and has been work- cons and release them into the
ing with birds for over three wild.
Schaeffer
years.
worked at two
Ron has a
different sites in
peregrine falMontana.
con and a ’People want to
She released
Cooper’s
children
bring their
II birds at the
hawk he has
site and
been rehabiliand grandchildren firstbirds
at the
10
tating since
to come and see
second.
it was found
Out of the
with a broken
the birds.’
first 11 birds,
leg.
The
Stephanie Schaeffer once they were
hawk
was
apprenuce falconer
released,
10
apparel
came back on a
taken out of
regular basis to
its nest lw
someone who did not know receive food.
Schaeffer considered this a
enough to leaie ii done.
It is illegal to take any bird success because the birds were
of prey from its nest. Falconers comfortable in returning to the
can only receive injured birds release sites.
who need special attention
All the birds are tagged so the
or birds that were hatched its Peregrine Fund can study their
captivity..
migratory patterns.
If an injured bird of prey
Peregrines fly south to Mexico
is found by a falconer it must for the winter months to escape
be registered with the state with- the cold of the Midwest.
in five hours of capture.
The Peregrine Fund, also
Schaeffer literally saved known as the World Center
fin Birds of Prey, has been largeDancer, her hawk, from death.

People in the news
/mak

It

lic1.1 I ’kl)I When
n tin c,
hiko was expect-

ing her first child in 1959.
Japan’s u-aditionally tightlipped palace staff said she was
merely suffering a cold. Now.
(:rowii Princess Masako has
the same official ailment.
Rumors begsus after the palace
said two weeks ago the princess
would miss some official duties
because of a cold and fever.
The palace denies it’s anything
more than that.
"It really is just a cold." a
palace official who spoke on
condition of anonymity said
Moriday. "She’s getting better."
That hasn’t stopped Japan’s
tabloid press from publishing
newspapers with such headlines as "Prim ess Masako Pregrant," and "l’i iin ess Masako.
the Road Ti Nti it herhood."
Siegined C.:."; Roy
Siegfried
lAs 11-.( ..1.S (AP)
& Ros are marking their
fourth anniversary at the
Mirage this week. proving
magic is a moneymaker on the
I:is Vegas Strip.
The illusionist team has
go ivied $157 million at the
Mirage. Casino head Steve
\Vsixti says that’s a record.
"It s probably one of the best
."
iiist’strneflts we’ve ever n
Wynn said.
WY in paid $25 million for a
ustom theater for the until
tainer s and pr mincer Komi h
hIdinyested more than $30
I iii Ii II to stage the spec tack.
:
ted & Roy carne III
1.1. Vegas a quarter-century.
ago they were told magi( ii
is:Ad never succeed in thi
gdmbling mecca.
lam Cruise and Meg Ryan
\ Liss. (AP)
AMBRIN
loin ( :Mkt’ and Meg Ryan tx.1
Tel clear space on the
they were named man and
woman of the year by Harvard
*nivercitv’s [tasty Pudding
Theatricals.
The awards are presented
annually by the theater group.
ysho dress in drag hir the occasion. They go to performers
who’ve made *a lasting and
impressive c ontribution to
the writ Id of en tertailmient."
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Sitting with the bird close to her is called *manning" and is done in order
for the bird to become familiar with its keeper.

Stephanie Schaeffer, an SJSU biology student and apprentice falconer,
holds her red-tail hawk, Dancer, while she watches television at night.
ly responsible for saving the
peregrine falcon.
Janet Lithicum, of the Santa
Cruz Predatory Bird Group
(SCPBG) at UC Santa Cruz,
credits falconers for noticing the
decrease of the peregrines in the
wild.
"We have worked closely with
(the Peregrine Fund) and there
was a time when we served as
their west coast facility," Lithicurn
said.
The SCPBG is responsible for
the re-establishment of the peregrine to California.
At this time the SCPBG
knows of 120 pairs of peregrines
in the state and estimates

Tomorrow, look for
Campus Quotables
in the Spartan Daily

that another 30 pairs are in existence.
This excites Schaeffer who
sees her hobby as a means of
helping to conserve endangered
birds.
Keeping a bird of prey is
not cheap. An untrained bird
can cost up to $2,000 to purchase.
This does not include the
cages that must be built and
the food to support the birds.
Schaeffer’s father built three
cages for the birds. These cages,
called mews, are large enough
for the birds to fly in.
All of the cages are equipped
with ultraviolet light which

provides the birds with necessary
vitamins.
The free-flight chamber is 50
feet long and over 17 feet high
at the tallest point. Schaeffer’s
father has built a waterfall and
a pond in this chamber.
The birds eat frozen quail
meat, but when released to fly
and hunt, eat live quail and occasionally rabbit.
Red-tail hawks eat rodents
and rabbit while peregrine falcons eat mostly waterfowl, such
as ducks.
Schaeffer enjoys watching her
birds of prey. She is fascinated by
them and believes human interest is important.

"People want to bring their
children and grandchildren
to come and see the birds," Schaeffer said.
"Falconers sometimes bring
their birds to elementary schools
to show the kids and give them
an appreciation for the birds.
"If you see something and can
touch it, it would make you less
likely to harm it," she said.
Schaeffer believes everything
deserves respect.
She said there is nothing
more satisfying to her than seeing a bird she has loved and
nurtured take off and soar
across the sky, on its own.

SPRING 1994 ADD/DROP
Spring, 1994 Add/Drop will take place in the lobby
of Admissions and Records. During this period,
three of the glass doors will be used as entrances.
Use the entrance on the left for adding classes only.
The center entrance is for GE questions and other
business. The entrance on the right is for the ID
Card Center. Will Call will be set up out of the side
window of the ID Card Center, around the corner
from the glass doors.

Need Extra Units?

Th

PLEASE NOTE: Kiosk access will be limited during
the Add/Drop period.

Evergreen Valley College is the
Affordable Choice at $13 a unit!
YOU CAN STILL REGISTER
for the following transferrable courses starting
this week at Evergreen Valley College:
Art 26A
Art 31
Art 55A
English 33
English 60
English 73
English 80
English 82B
English 84B
French IA & 1B
Geography 11
History 22
Journalism 14
Journalism 65
Music 10A
Music 23 & 53B
Music 37
Soc. Science 20
Spanish 2A & 2b

Representational Drawing
Three Dimensional Design & Model Making
Life Drawing
Images of Women in Literature
Japanese & Japanese -American Literature
Introduction to Shakespeare
Mexican -American Literature
Black Literature
Survey of American Literature
Elementary French
Cultural Geography
Mexican -American History
News Writing
News Staff
Music Theory
Vocal Instruction
Evergreen Community Band
African -American Culture
Intermediate Spanish

Plus
Business Information Systems
Computer Information Systems
Computer Science
Engineering

Call NOW for Registration Information!
Ask also about registration/orientation
on Saturday, February 5th (9 am to 1 pm)
for transferrable TELECOURSES!

Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road
San Jose, CA 95135

IMPORTANT DATES
January 26

First day of classes
Add/Drop begins
DROPS BY TOUCHTONE begins

February 4

Drop and refund deadline for all
classes that meet more than once a week

February 11

Add deadline

Week of Feb. 14 Verification of Enrollment mailed to students
The drop and refund deadline for classes that meet once a
week is the day of the second class meeting.

OFFICE HOURS

FOR ADMISSIONS AND RECORDSCASHIERING
SERVICESFINANCIAL AID
DURING THE ADD/DROP PERIOD
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday:
Wednesday
Thursday, February 10

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
9:00 am to 6:30 pm
9:00 am to 6:30 pm

REMAINDER OF THE TERM

fat San Felipe Road)

(408) 270-6441

Monday through Friday
Wedesdays through March 2 only

9:00 am to 4:00 pm
9:00 am to 6:30 pm
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